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Mad Max: Fury Road is a film by George Miller, released in 2015. Set in a 
post-apocalyptic wasteland, the film depicts a world of small Factions barely 
holding onto life. There isn’t enough of anything to go around, and for someone 
to thrive, someone else has to die, and not everyone is willing to pay that cost.

This setting is perfect to extrapolate from and develop into a game of  Worlds 
Without Harmony’s Survival and Decency Tension.

This Quick-Start is for 3 Players. Familiarity with Mad Max: Fury Road is not  
necessary to play, but it may provide additional enjoyment.



Using This Quick-Start World
Quick-Starts such as this one provide a World in which to play a session of 
Worlds Without Harmony. The players should go through The Legend, as in a 
normal session, but many of the first steps have already been chosen. The Tension 
has already been decided, and the Factions have already been described, so 
just fill in Faction cards with the information on the following pages.

The Tension
This Quick-Start World uses the Survival and Decency Tension, and players 
should use that Tension’s list of Tones and Special Rules.

Take a thicker piece of string or twine, about a foot long. At each end, run 
the twine through the hole in an index card. Write Natural on one card and 
Industrial on the other, so you have the Poles tied to each other by a length of 
twine. This is called The Cord, and represents the spectrum of positions between 
the two Poles.

The Factions
Over the next five pages are the Factions. Write all the information onto index 
cards with a hole in one end, and tie them to the Cord with green thread at the 
indicated position.



Faction: The Buzzards
Description 
Scavengers who prey on anyone caught in their territory, the Buzzards are 
driven by consumption alone.

Physical Detail
Everything is covered in rusty spikes.

Cultural Detail
Everything in the world is viewed as a base resource, including human life and 
flesh.

Taboo
Never give yourself up without a fight.

Starting Resource Tokens
One.

Position on the Cord
The Buzzards should be tied at the far end of the Cord, closest to the Survival 
pole.



Faction: The Citadel
Description 
The cult and dominion of Immortan Joe, a warlord who controls access to a 
huge reservoir of the most scarce and vital resource of all: clean water. They are 
the dominant military power in the wastes.

Physical Detail
Skeletal appearances, both from gauntness and through intentional makeup.

Cultural Detail
Everyone knows they are on the brink of destruction, and only survive at Joe’s 
whim, fueling a desperation to please their master.

Taboo
Theft is a personal affront, even outweighing murder.

Starting Resource Tokens
Two.

Position on the Cord
The Citadel is the second-most Survival Faction. They are more Survival than 
Gas Town, but are more Decency than the Buzzards.



Faction: Gas Town
Description 
Sitting on an oil rig, Gas Town is a vital supplier to the other Factions, but exacts 
a high price for its black gold. As such, they live in relative luxury.

Physical Detail
Gas masks.

Cultural Detail
Gas Town hosts regular gladiatorial blood sports to satisfy their boredom and 
blood lust.

Taboo
Once a deal has been struck, it must be upheld. Gas Town’s word is good.

Starting Resource Tokens
Two.

Position on the Cord
Gas Town is the Faction in the center. The Citadel is more Survival than Gas 
Town, but more Decency than the Rock Riders.



Faction: The Rock Riders
Description 
A scavenging biker gang who rule over a mountain pass and exact tolls from 
those passing through, the Rock Riders strip vehicles for salvage to trade, 
preferring to avoid bloodshed.

Physical Detail
No one is ever far from their bike, and all wear goggles.

Cultural Detail
Paranoid.

Taboo
Never attack first without attempting negotiations.

Starting Resource Tokens
Two.

Position on the Cord
The Rock Riders are the second-most Decency Faction. It is more Survival than 
Gas Town, but more Decency than the Vuvalini.



Faction: The Vuvalini
Description 
A group of elderly women who avoid exploiting other people for their own 
survival.

Physical Detail
All elderly women.

Cultural Detail
Anything short of their lives and freedoms is up for bargain when they’re 
desperate.

Taboo
Do not force someone to sacrifice themselves, even for the good of others.

Starting Resource Tokens
One.

Position on the Cord
The Vuvalini should be tied at the far end of the Cord, closest to the Decency 
pole.



The Conflicts
Tie red strings between each of the three following pairs of Factions.

The Buzzards and The Rock Riders
The Buzzards have consistently ignored the Rock Riders’ toll, and the Rock 
Riders have pledged to attack if not payed off.

Gas Town and The Citadel
A Citadel transporter went rogue and disappeared, ruining a payment to Gas 
Town, and Gas Town is refusing to demanding a much higher price for their oil, 
which the Citadel can only barely pay.

The Citadel and The Vuvalini
Immortan Joe took a particular interest in one Vuvalini, and had her kidnapped. 
All attempts at negotiation have been ignored.



Who Would The Liminals Be?
When playing this Quick-Start World, players should create their own Liminals 
and explore this World and its tensions their own way. The film itself does 
not provide excellent examples of Liminals, instead setting a stage for other 
Liminals to explore. Here are some example characters that could be Liminals 
in this setting.

Carnivore
Originating with the Buzzards, Vegan was briefly held for ransom by the Rock 
Riders and forged a bond with one of them, realizing that other humans are 
more than just meat.

Widget
Originating with the Vuvalini, Widget refuses to give herself up at all, and will 
fight for her autonomy. This selfishness has alienated her from the rest of the 
Vuvalini, who think she’s not pulling her weight but don’t dare force her to do 
anything.

Bareknuckle
Originating with Gas Town, Bareknuckle is a master road warrior in search of 
somewhere with a little more community than Gas Town was able to provide.


